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Why can't today be tomorrow
Why must there be yesterday
Oh tell me why please tell me why
Are you wishing your life away?
You know that life is no rehearsal.
You're never going to get it right
It's inconsistent and it's imperfect
It's going to give you sleepless nights.
And then you find you wake up nervous
For every reason under the sun
Life is full of indecision
It's the same for everyone - say.
(chorus).
Why can't today be tomorrow
Why must there be yesterday
- so tell me Why can't today be tomorrow
- oh tell me
Why can't today be tomorrow
Why must there be yesterday
- so tell me
Why can't today be tomorrow
- oh tell me
Why can't today be tomorrow
Why must there be yesterday
- so tell me
Why can't today be tomorrow
- oh tell me

It's the same for everyone - say.
(chorus).

Yesterday was Saturday.
I was at the cinema yesterday.

Today, foreign languages are a part of general education.
If only learning them weren't so tedious!
There is good news for those that have difficulties with them.

Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow is a studio album by American hip hop artist K-the-I???.
It was originally released through Mush Records on November 4, 2008.
In Europe, it was released through Ninja Tune on October 20, 2008.
A music video was created for “Lead the Floor”.
Having met at the 2006 South by Southwest, K-the-I??? and Thavius Beck remixed each others’ songs.
Afterward, in order to make the album, K-the-I??? moved from Cambridge, Massachusetts to Los Angeles, California.
Entirely produced by